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1. General
The hair straightener is designed with most advanced technology good appearance and
high performance and is produced from the most modern electric components. It can
only be used in house and is very safe and easy to use.

2. Main characteristic
- ERGONOMIC DESIGN
- CHROMED PLATE AND BARREL
- 360 DEGREE SWIVEL POWER CORD
- ON/OFF SWITCH
- PTC HEATER
- LED INDICATOR LIGHT
- 4 MAIN ATTACHMENT
- 3 ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENT
- AC220-240V, 50/60Hz, 25W

3. Safety cautions
a) Read all instructions before using.
b) Before plug in check that voltage indicated on the rating label corresponds to the
mains voltage.
c) Do not leave the appliance unattended while it is operating or plugged in.
d) Don’t cover the thermal ceramic boards with other things, avoiding damaging the
components.

e) Do not use this appliance near bathtubs, showers, basins or other vessels
containing water.

f) Don’t place the thermal ceramic boards close to person’s skim when in using, it is
dangerous.
g) There are control-temperature devices and other components in appliance, do not
open it by yourself.
h) The supply cord should be far away from the high temperature surface.
i) If the cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
j) Never use this appliance when it is in damage.
k) Do not use any extension cord with this appliance.
l) The appliance is not to be used by children or persons with reduced physical, sensory
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or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given
supervision or instruction.
m) Children being supervised not to play with the appliance.

4. Three, operation method
a) After checking the power supply electric voltage and having permanent wave the
machine to match completely, put on the power supply plug according to having permanent
wave the demand, choose the fit very hot plank, connect the switch, see the heating
indicator give out light, have permanent wave the machine to begin to work., Heat 3-5
minutes can immediately start have permanent wave;
b) Replace the very hot plank hour to want to break to open the switch each time, after
treating to have permanent wave the machine cooling, with the very hot plank part that
the left hand grasps to have permanent wave the machine, the negative hour hand of
right hand revolves to have permanent wave" revolve the card to button up" on the
machine to the solid and triangle arrowhead to align, then draw out the very hot plank
that need to be replace or curl hair the machine. Push the very hot plank that need or
curl hair the customs station of the machine aim at have permanent wave" fix set" on
the machine customs station into, bigly in the underneath. Then the agreeable hour hand
revolve" revolve the card to button up" to the hollow and triangle arrowhead to align
then;
c) After you use to complete, break to open the switch, and treat the power supply plug
pulls out the electric outlet, completely to cool off to deposit behind.

5. An elucidation of all parties
a) Two use very hot the plank part pass very hot the plank  positive and negative dissimilarity
match can keep hair or do a triangle hair style;
b) Spiral very hot good parts of set up" spiral set" is a spiral hair style, taking out" spiral
set" of bottom as a stick of common 19 mm;
c) The circle combs very hot good parts of set up" the circle combs the set" can the
involution have permanent wave, taking out the bottom" the circle combs the set" as a
stick of common 16 mm;
d) The very hot good part of rhombus can do a hair style of

6. Operation
a) Washing one’s hair cleanly with appropriate shampoo before using the appliance;
b) hair should be 80% dry and clean;
c) Check the supply voltage first before using it and then insert the plug.
d) Set the on/off knob to ON position and let the appliance heat for a few minutes.
e) Use a comb to divide your hair into several strands. Do not put too much hair in one
strand.
f) Place one strand of hair between the straightening plates and press the handles of the
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appliance firmly together.
g) Slide the straightener down the length of the hair for 5 seconds, from root to hair end,
without stopping to prevent overheating.
h) Repeat this process after 20 seconds until you have achieved the desired look.
i) Allow your hair to cool down. Do not comb or brush it before it has cooled down, as
this would ruin the hairstyle you have just created.
j) Press the on/off knob to turn off the appliance.
k) Pull out the plug from socket.

7. Cleaning
a. Unplug from the power supply before cleaning.
b. Use a soft, slight damp cloth to clean the appliance surface, do not let water or any
other liquid to enter the appliance.
c. Do not use hard abrasives or cleaners.
d. Ensure all parts are wiped dry with a soft dry towel.

8. Store
a) Ensure the appliance is completely cool and dry.
b) Do not wrap the cord around the appliance, as this will cause damage.
c) Store the appliance in a cool, dry place.

Correct Disposal of this product
This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household
wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health
from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable
reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use the return and
collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They can
take this product for environmental safe recycling.
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